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For our purposes it will be convenient to define a translation plane jT as a 
pair (V,M) consisting of a vector space V and a spread X, i.e., a system of 
half-dimensional subspaces of V which cover the space disjointly. 
Automorphisms of X are then to be visualized as semilinear mappings of V 
which leave M invariant. One approach to finding translation planes has 
been the following. 
Take a group G and check those G-modules which are small relative to 
the size of the group for the existence of G-invariant spreads. The explicit 
description of the spread will be given by the permutation action of the 
group. Examples of this procedure are provided in [l-3]. In this note we do 
not impose restrictions on the size of the group, but we keep the dimension 
of V small. Taking for G some Suzuki group, we will determine the module 
as well as the (geometric) action of the group completely. Little, however, 
can be said about the spread. 
The following notation will be used: 
Notation. Let IK be a field, V = V(4, IK), ,/Y” a spread in V, and let G be a 
subgroup of GL(4, IK) isomorphic to Sz(2’) (r odd, r > 1) which leaves -4’ 
invariant. L(2’) denotes the Liineburg plane of order 2” and X(2’) the 
associated Sz(2’)-invariant spread. As usual for H a group C,(H) is the set 
of fixed points of H in V and CAH) are the lines of JY left invariant by H. 
We list some basic properties of the Suzuki groups. 
A Sylow 2-group S of G has exponent 4 and Z(S)\{ l} consists of the 
involutions in S. NG(S) = KS with K a cyclic group of order q - 1 and 
N,(K) = K(w) with w  an involution. Furthermore, G contains a group T = 
(rp, s 1 ‘p’ = s4 = 1, q? = cp’) (actually TZG Sz(2)). Finally, Vi(2’) (0 < i < r) 
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denote the algebraic conjugates of the standard module V0(2’) of Sz(2’). We 
will prove the following results: 
(A)(a) Zj IlKI < a then, as a IKG module, V is isomorphic to V,(2”)for 
suitable m. 
(b) For 1 IK 1 = 00, Y is isomorphic to V,(2’) @GF(2,j IK. 
(B)(a) For (IK ] < 00, the action of G on JV and on X(2”) is 
permutation equivalent. 
(b) The planes defined by (V,Jlr) and (V, X(2”)) are isomorphic if 
and only ifM = X(27. 
(c) For IK s GF(29) and G E Sz@), the plane defined by (V,J’) is 
the Luneburg plane L(29). 
Remark 1. For IK a finite field, we might as well have assumed G c 
I-L(4, IK). 
Remark 2. The only 2-dimensional vector spaces containing G in their 
group of semilinear automorphisms occur in the infinite case. 
(A) will be proved in four steps 
(i) Sz(2’) possesses only in characteristic 2 nontrivial 4-dimensional 
representation modules. Suppose char IK = p # 2. Then the involutions of the 
simple group G have nontrivial fixed point spaces of the same dimension. 
For i E Z(S)\{ 1 }, we have V = W, @ W,, where W, = C,(i), W, = [V, i]. 
The subspaces Wi are nonisomorphic IK . S submodules. Since involutions in 
Z(S) are conjugate we have dim Wi = 2. S is nonabelian; hence the 
involutions in S induce the identity on W, or on W,, i.e., for j E Z(S)\{ 1 } 
we have C,(j) E { W,, W,}. K permutes the involutions in S transitively and 
acts therefore in the same way on the fixed point spaces of these involutions. 
IK 1 odd implies C,(j) = W, and thus for j E Z(S)\{ 1) we have j I,,,* = -id, 
thus contradicting IZ(S)l > 8. IK is therefore an extension of GF(2). 
(ii) Involutions in G induce elations on jT. Let i be an involution in 
G with i = s*. The (unique) composition series of s is given by VI> Vs-’ I 
v(*-1)’ = vS*- 1 = C,(i) =) p-O3 2 (0 1. Since char IK = 2, s certainly fixes 
some line I E J’Y Hence I= C,(i), i.e., i induces an elation on ST. 
(iii) IK contains afield isomorphic to GF(2’) and V = Vi(2’) @GF(2~j IK. 
Elements of odd order act fixed point free on V, for if g E G has odd order, 
then g = i, . i, with noncommuting involutions i,, i,. Nontrivial fixed points 
of g imply cV(i,) n C,(i,) 3 {O}, contradicting (ii). Therefore K acts 
faithfully on the l-dimensional subspace C,(S), i.e., IK contains a primitive 
2’ - 1 - st root of unity and thus a subfield isomorphic to GF(2’). The 
modules Vi(Zr) are absolutely irreducible; hence for suitable i, V and 
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vi(2’) @GF(*‘) IK are isomorphic as IK + G modules. If f denotes an IkG 
isomorphism from V onto Vi(2’) OGFfZr) IK, then, replacing if necessary ,N’ 
by f(N), we may assume V= Vi(2’) @GF(Zr) IK. Since the Galois group of 
GF(2’) normalizes G and acts transitively on the algebraic conjugates of 
V,(2’) we may assume i = 0. 
(iv) For IK a Jnite field we have IK z GF(2”) with t odd. Suppose 
K=GF(2”) with t even, then 5 IIlK21- 1. Since j.b^I=IIK21 + 1, rp fixes 
some 1 E JV”. The lines I”’ (0 < i < 3) are distinct lines in C”,(p), otherwise 1 
would be left invariant by the noncommuting involutions s*, s2q, thus 
contradicting (ii). V = 10 l”* = 1” @ I”*, hence 1 and 1” are isomorphic K(p) 
modules. If 5 1 ] IK I - 1, rp has at most 2 characteristic roots on V which is not 
possible since s acts fixed point free on the eigenspaces of p in V. Conse- 
quently, 5 1 ] IK2 ] - 1 and 5 k] IK 1 - 1, i.e., 1, I”, are isomorphic, irreducible 
lK(rp) submodules. Hence the number of irreducible IK(cp) submodules in V is 
odd and therefore s fixes one of these. This, however, is impossible since 
(rp, s) does not have in characteristic 2 nontrivial 2-dimensional represen- 
tations. Hence t must be odd and we have VE Vi(21’) and by the same 
argment as in (iii) we may take i = 0. 
We now prove B. 
(i) For I IK / < co, th e action of G on ,8  ^and on ,Y(2”) is permutation 
equivalent. On &‘(2m), G has one orbit with stabilizer of a line isomorphic 
to K . S. All other orbits are regular. By (ii), G has exactly one orbit with 
line stabilizer isomorphic to K . S. Let 1 be a line in -4’ not contained in this 
orbit and let L be its stabilizer in G. Then IL I is odd and, checking the list of 
subgroups of Sz(2’) [4], we have ILlI 22’+ 1 or ILlI 22’- 1. The first case 
cannot occur since groups of order dividing 2*” + 1 act irreducibly on I’. 
Passing to conjugates if necessary, we may assume in the second case that 
L g K. However the only 2-dimensional L-invariant subspaces are the lines 
C,(Z(S)) and C,(Z(Sw)). Therefore L = (l}. 
(ii) The planes defined by (I’,&-) and (V,.M(2”‘)) are isomorphic if 
and only if ,N=,N‘(2”). By (ii), J’” and LJ’(2m) have the axes of the 
involutions in G in common. If (V, M(2”)) and (V, J’“) are isomorphic then 
there exists a semilinear mapfiJ’“(2”) + &8  ^of V. Since the Galois group of 
IK leaves ,S’(2”) invariant, we may choose f linear. Furthermore, we may 
replace f by gf or j7r with g, h linear maps leaving &N-(2”), JV’ respectively 
invariant. By hypothesis, G and Gf are contained in some Suzuki group 
which leaves ,fl invariant. In this group G and Gf are conjugate [4]; hence 
after a suitable replacement we may assume G = Gf. Aut G = 
G . Gal(GF(2’)), thus f acts on G like g . h with g E G, h E Gal(GF(2’)) 
suitably chosen. Replacing f by g-‘f we may assume that f acts on G like 
some automorphism of GF(2’). Therefore f fixes (q, s) E Sz(2) pointwise. 
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Since V is an absolutely irreducible IK((p, s) module, f must be a scalar 
multiple of the identity and thus X(2”) = J? 
(iii) The case G z Sz(8) and IK z GF(29). The lines in PG( V, IK) fall 
into 3 classes: with respect to the (G-invariant) Tits ovoid they are tangents, 
secants and exterior lines. In her Diplomarbeit [5] Erdelmeier examined the 
situation described above with a computer. For a hypothetical LS’q, 9 regular 
orbits of G with pairwise disjoint lines had to be determined. However, no 
such secant orbits and exterior line orbits exist, and any 2 regular tangent 
orbits either contain intersecting lines, or consist of lines in (4 -(29). From 
this one easily deduces the claim (iii). 
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